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Field Rules and Procedures 
Updated October 23, 2018 
      

MVLA Soccer Club

All teams share ownership for the condition of all MVLA fields.  
Please do your part to follow the field rules and procedures and 
keep our fields in great condition.  “Shared responsibility” applies to 
team officials, players, and their families, 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week. 
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General Field Rules and Procedures 
 
The pages that follow provide specific information on how to prepare a field for a game as 
well as what’s important for you to know about that particular field for games or practices.  
Before you get to those specific field instructions, it is necessary that you are aware of the 
general rules that apply to ALL fields.  Please take a moment to read these rules below. 
 
Good Neighbor Policy 
 
MVLA is committed to maintaining good relationships with the community.  This includes 
neighbors, especially those most impacted by soccer games, practices and other club 
activities as well as school staff and other youth sports using the fields. Therefore, we 
require team officials, players, parents, and others attending MVLA events to abide by the 
following good neighbor policy.  Moreover, MVLA teams are responsible for their guests or 
opponents’ behavior at all games, scrimmages, tournaments and any other MVLA events. 
 
Respect for Neighbors 

 Speeding – When traveling to and from MVLA events, please observe the posted 
speed limits on neighborhood streets. 

 Parking – Please park all vehicles only in designated parking areas.  If on-street 
parking is allowed, please do not block driveways and do not litter. 

 Noise, Loud Music and Foul Language – Use common sense when dealing with 
noise your activity generates.  Early morning activities should generate minimal 
noise.  Fields very near homes demand special attention; seat your fans away from 
homes when possible.  Boom boxes and sound systems are not permitted at any 
MVLA function without prior approval and/or permit.  At no time will unsportsmanlike 
language be tolerated. 

 Soccer Balls Over the Fence - Any ball kicked over a homeowner’s fence should 
not be retrieved during a game or practice.  Players or parents my not climb fences.  
After a game or practice, a team-credentialed adult may request permission of the 
homeowner to retrieve a ball.  If permission is denied or the homeowner does not 
respond at the front door, the ball should not be retrieved.  Do not trespass; it is 
neither neighborly no legal. 

 Trash – Please use available receptacles for your trash.  If the public receptacle is 
full, take your trash home.  Please do not litter school grounds, fields, restrooms, 
parking lots or neighborhood streets.  Be sure to monitor fan – and visitor sides for 
litter.  All coaches and managers are expected to carry extra garbage bags as a 
fallback to field-owner receptacles. 

 Tobacco and Alcohol Use – CYSA policy “discourages tobacco use within 25 yards 
of any CYSA affiliated activity involving youth players.”  State law also prohibits 
smoking on school grounds by anyone at any time.  Under no circumstances shall 
alcohol be present or consumed at any MVLA activity without permit. 

 
Respect for Schools 

 Last minute field conflicts with school activities do occur at MVHS and LAHS.  
Our Field Coordinator tries hard to prevent this from happening, however if it does, 
please respect the school’s activities and move.  We cannot be on fields when high 
school activities or games are going on.  This is true of other schools too.  If a school 
official asks you to move, please do not insist on staying because we have a field 
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permit.  Conflicts sometimes occur and if they do, you’ll need to move.  Please let our 
Field Coordinator know if this happens so that he/she can determine why there was a 
conflict. 

 Respect school fields and grounds.  In addition to picking up trash before leaving 
a field, help maintain the quality of grass fields and minimize wear and tear.  Please 
move goals and rebounders around the field at every practice.  Do not overuse one 
area of the field.  Also, remember to return equipment to their storage location at the 
end of your practice and lock all goals and rebounders.  At LAHS, please report any 
plumbing issues to our Field Coordinator at fields@mvlasc.org.  NO DOGS are 
allowed on or around any of the turf school fields. 

 
Respect for Other MVLA Teams 

 Goals and rebounders stay on the fields that they are on.  Do not move any goals 
or rebounders to other fields without prior approval of the Field Coordinator.  If you 
need to move goals or rebounders to another field, please contact the Field 
Coordinator. 

 When practicing at a field that has several practice areas (like Egan with it’s main 
soccer field, patch area and the outfield area of the softball/baseball diamond), 
please do not take rebounders or goals from one practice area to another.  For 
example, a small goal that is on the patch area cannot be moved to the main field for 
use.  It needs to remain in the patch area to be used by teams that are practicing 
there.  The same is true the other way around. 

 No hogging of goals or rebounders on the field.  No coach should take it upon 
him/herself to use both goals unless prior approval from the Field Coordinator.  
Please share goals and rebounders with other teams on the same field.   

 Coaches running clinics and coaches running practices at the same time on 
the same field need to work together, however in terms of space allotted, priority 
does go to those coaches running practices. 

 
Other Important Tidbits 

 Please re-lock all locks while games are going on.  This includes keeping storage 
boxes locked as well as relocking key or combo locks that were attached to goals.  
Do not leave any locks unlocked.  If your team finds that a lock and/or chain are 
missing, please notify fields@mvlasc.org immediately. Failure to report a missing 
lock will result in your team being fined. 

 Never share combo locks with players. 
 If any necessary items are missing from storage boxes (like stakes, Velcro, 

mallet), parents, managers or coaches may purchase these items and ask to get 
reimbursed.  Place newly purchased items in storage boxes and notify the Field 
Coordinator (fields@mvlasc.org) of your purchase. 

 When lightning strikes – Please clear the field and end practice if lightning and 
thunder are nearby.  You may use the 30-30 Rule to determine if a potential risk is 
present if you’re not sure.  Count the seconds between seeing lightning and hearing 
thunder.  If this time is less than 30 seconds, it is a potential treat.  Have players 
immediately clear the field and seek shelter (a car is a safe place).  Do not have 
players put goals or rebounders away as they conduct electricity.  Return at a later 
time, at least 30 minutes after lightning was present, to put equipment away. 

 Make sure goals are anchored – Each field has some sort of anchoring system 
(weights, sandbags, stakes…).  Use them to keep your goals secure. 
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Almond Elementary School (LASD) 
550 Almond Ave, Los Altos 
 
Almond is not a standard field for MVLA, however MVLA achieves permits from time to time 
for practices. 
 
Goals: AYSO allows us to use their goals, which are stored against West fencing with a 
combination lock (see instructions below to find combination code). Goals must be returned 
to the fences after every session. MVLA teams are allowed to store rebounders or small 
goals against the west fence as long as they do not interfere with any backstop or pathway 
and are not visible from a neighbor’s yard. 
 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach. 
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Blach Intermediate School (LASD) 
1120 Covington Rd, Los Altos 
 
Goals: Wheeled goals with nets permanently left on are secured 
to a fixed pole with a combo lock and chain along the East fence 
of the main soccer filed approximately two-thirds of the way in. 
After unlocking the goals, please remember to relock the lock – 
DO NOT leave the lock unlocked.  Please return the goals to this 
same location for field cleanup with the goal mouth facing the 
fence and the nets left on if there is no MVLA game immediately 
following yours. If your team finds a missing lock, please report it immediately to our Field 
Manager at fields@mvlasc.org.  Failure to report a missing lock will result in your team 
being fined. 
 
Corner Flags and Goal Anchor Weights: Corner Flags and Goal Anchor Weights are 
stored in the AYSO 45 brown combo-locked Knaack storage box located along the east 
fence. Please use two weights per goal to secure them during your games. Please relock 
the storage box after removing the items you need and do not leave this unlocked during 
games.  Return all equipment to the storage box after the game and relock the lock. 
 
Important to Know: Certain neighbors along the East fence do not want the goals resting 
along their fence. It is for this reason that predetermined locations have been set for our 
equipment.  Please remember to return goals to these predetermined locations. 
 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach. 
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Callahan Softball Field (City of Mt. View) 
1500 Middlefield Rd., Mountain View 
 
This field is on Middlefield Avenue between Shoreline Blvd and Rengstorff Ave just east of 
Crittenden Park in Mountain View. It is a skinned softball field under lights. MVLA teams 
must stay off the infield and limit usage to the outfield only. Goals or rebounders may not be 
stored at Callahan since this field is used year round by softball organizations. 
 

Castro Elementary School and Park (City of Mt. View) 
505 Escuela Ave, Mountain View – the field is best accessed from Latham Street 
 
MVLA achieves permits for this field from time to time for practices in spring and fall.  
Currently, City of Mountain View does not allow storage of rebounders or goals on site. 
 

Charleston Park (City of Mt. View) 
Charleston Rd. (between Huff Ave. and Joaquin Rd.), Mountain View 
 
MVLA achieves permits for this field from time to time for practices in spring and fall.   
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Cooper Park (City of Mt. View) 
Chesley Ave at Yorkton Drive, Mountain View or 333 Eunice Ave, Mountain View 
 
Please park on the street either on Chesley Ave, Yorkton Drive or Eunice Ave – do not 
park in the parking lot of Action Day Primary Plus as this is a private business 
 
Goals: Wheeled goals with nets permanently left on are secured to the East fence near the 
baseball dirt infield with a key lock and chain. You will find the key to this lock attached to a 
large wooden plank in the Knaack lock box (location described below). After unlocking the 
goals, please remember to relock the lock and return the key IMMEDIATELY to the lock box 
– DO NOT leave the lock unlocked and DO NOT leave the key in the lock. Please return the 
goals to this same location for field cleanup with the goal mouth facing the fence and the 
nets left on if there is no MVLA game immediately following yours. If your team finds the 
lock or key missing, please report it immediately to our Field Manager at fields@mvlasc.org.  
Failure to report a missing lock will result in your team being fined. 
 
Corner Flags and Goal Anchor Weights:  Corner flags and goal anchor weights are 
stored in the brown AYSO 45 combo-locked Knaack lock box located near the East fence 
between the goals and Chesley Ave. There are two locks on this box, both with the same 
combination. Once you set the combination, press in on the lock and it will snap open. The 
box has a lot of AYSO equipment that can cause damage if stolen (like paint and a liner), so 
it must remain locked even during games and practices. The locks will remain closed only if 
the dials are set to a number other than the combination. Return all equipment to the 
storage box after the game and relock the lock. 
 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach.   
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Covington Elementary School (LASD) 
301 Rosita Avenue, Los Altos (Rosita Park is directly in front of the parking area; Covington 
is to the left) 
 
Goals – 7’ x 21’ Goals for 9v9 play: Smaller aluminum goals with nets permanently left on 
are secured with a combo lock and chain to the east chain link fence facing Rosita Park, just 
north of the orange RIDGID storage box. After unlocking the goals, please remember to 
relock the lock – DO NOT leave the lock unlocked. Please carry the goals and DO NOT 
DRAG them into place to preserve the straps. These goals can easily be lifted by 4 people. 
Please return the goals to this same location for field cleanup with the goal mouth facing the 
fence and the nets left on if there is no MVLA game immediately following yours. If your 
team finds a missing lock, please report it immediately to our Field Manager at 
fields@mvlasc.org. Failure to report a missing lock will result in your team being fined. 
 
Goals – Full Size for 11v11 play: Wheeled goals with nets permanently left on are secured 
with a combo lock and chain to the north portion of the east chain fence facing Rosita Park. 
After unlocking the goals, please remember to relock the lock – DO NOT leave the lock 
unlocked.  Please return the goals to this same location for field cleanup with the goal 
mouth facing the fence and the nets left on if there is no MVLA game immediately following 
yours. If your team finds a missing lock, please report it immediately to our Field Manager at 
fields@mvlasc.org. Failure to report a missing lock will result in your team being fined. 
 
 
Corner Flags & Goal Anchor Weights:  Corner Flags and Goal Anchor Weights are stored 
in the combo-locked orange RIDGID storage box located along the east fence around mid-
field. Please use two weights per goal to secure them during your games. Please relock the 
storage box after removing the items you need and do not leave this unlocked during 
games. Return all equipment to the storage box after the game and relock the lock. 
 
Important to Know: Please use only the corner flags and goal anchor weights from the 
RIDGID storage box at Covington and not those from the AYSO Knaack box at Rosita.  
AYSO 43 is a heavy user of Rosita on weekends and they need all their equipment for their 
usage. 
 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach. 
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Crittenden Middle School (City of Mt. View) 
1701 Rock Street, Mountain View   
(Crittenden is accessible from Middlefield Road; there is a parking lot east of the field.) 
 
Goals:  Full-size goals with nets permanently left on remain anchored (locked) to the 
football goalposts throughout the year. Goal anchor weights are not necessary as the goals 
are permanently anchored. 
 
Corner Flags:  Corner Flags and Turf Bases are stored in the orange AYSO 45 combo-
locked RIDGID storage box located behind the restroom building which is next to the 
Middlefield Road entry gate. The storage box is at the back on the left side of the building as 
you face it from the field. Please lock the lock immediately after retrieving the equipment. 
Return all equipment to the storage box after the game and relock the lock. 
 

Important to Know: 
 

 During games, both teams sit on the north touchline closest to the school. 
 There is limited space between the touchline and the track so any team benches and 

canopies can be placed on the track but must not extend past the first 4 lanes so 
that the track is available to joggers (the track is open to the public at all times). 

 All spectators sit in the bleachers just off the track on the south touchline. Do not 
block the track as this is open to the public at all times. 

 NO DOGS allowed on the turf or the track. 
 No gum allowed on the turf or the track. 
 No food or drinks (other than water) allowed on the turf or the track. 
 Bathrooms are located by the Middlefield Road entrance. These bathrooms are 

opened and closed by the City and should remain open during our permit times.  
 
 

The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach.    
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Eagle Park (City of Mt. View) 
650 Franklin St., Mountain View 
 
Used as a practice field, the Eagle Park field enjoys high utilization from the community. As 
such, it is important to retain good neighbor relations with community residents. Please limit 
practice areas away from picnic tables and watch out for young children and toddlers who 
can be hurt with flying balls. It is not permitted to store flat rebounders, portable goals, and 
other equipment at Eagle. The City of Mountain View performs regular maintenance on 
Eagle and is very particular about its status and regularly reseeds, fertilizes, aerates, and 
prohibits access to affected areas that need rest or restoration with cones, signs and/or 
yellow tape. Eagle is the heaviest used field in the club, so please do your best to respect 
the city’s effort to maintain it. 
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Egan Intermediate School (LASD) 
100 West Portola Ave, Los Altos 
 
There are three fields at Egan: 

1. The soccer field inside the school track (“Soccer”) 
2. The 40x60 area of grass between the softball field and the Bullis Charter school 

portables (“Patch”) 
3. The outfield area of the softball/baseball diamond (“Baseball Outfield”) 

 
Egan Soccer Field (11v11 games) 
 
Goals:  Full-size wheeled goals with nets permanently left on are secured with combo locks 
(3) and chain to poles against the Egan gym wall. They must be locked side-by-side and 
locked with a chain at each post. The school plans on daisy chaining a key lock so ensure 
that both locks are usable for locking/unlocking the goals. After unlocking the goals, please 
remember to relock the lock – DO NOT leave the lock unlocked.  Please return the goals to 
this same location for field cleanup with the goal mouth facing the gym and the nets left on if 
there is no MVLA game immediately following yours. If your team finds a missing lock, 
please report it immediately to our Field Manager at fields@mvlasc.org.  Failure to report a 
missing lock will result in your team being fined. 
 
Once the goals are set out on the field by the school during the school soccer seasons 
(November through early April), they may be left out on the field. During the non-school 
soccer seasons, the goals must be rolled out and returned for each session. 
 
Corner Flags and Goal Anchor Weights:  Corner Flags and Goal Anchor Weights are 
stored in the AYSO 43 brown combo-locked Job Master 4830 field storage box located 
between the two fields. This is the storage box locked to a redwood tree and not the 6’ lock 
box near the green shipping container. Please use two weights per goal to secure them 
during your games.  Please relock the field storage box after removing the items you need 
and do not leave this unlocked during games. Return all equipment to the storage box after 
the game and relock the lock. 
 
Important to Know:  For fall games, MVLA is typically permitted Saturday mornings with 
AYSO following in the afternoon. Therefore, the first MVLA team of the day will set-up the 
field. If you are the last MVLA game of the day at Egan and no one from AYSO has shown 
up, it is your team’s responsibility to clean-up the field. If AYSO is present, then the field can 
be left up. 
 
Also, teams should not practice in the goal areas and in any excessively worn areas on the 
field. 
 
 
Egan Patch (7v7 games) 
 
Goals:  Goals (smaller 6 ½’ x 18’) with nets permanently left on are secured and locked with 
combo locks and chains to two fixed poles near the green steel shipping container between 
the Egan Patch field and the track. Please carry the goals and DO NOT DRAG them into 
place to preserve the straps. The goals can easily be lifted by 4 people. After unlocking the 
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goals, please remember to relock the lock – DO NOT leave the lock unlocked. Please return 
the goals to this same location for field cleanup leaving the nets on, locking each goal to its 
own pole with the goal mouth facing the container (they will be stored at an angle as trees 
prevent them from being stored side-by-side), ensuring that the chain is wrapped around 
each and lock the locks if there is no MVLA game immediately following yours. If your team 
finds a missing lock, please report it immediately to our Field Manager at 
fields@mvlasc.org.  Failure to report a missing lock will result in your team being fined. 
 
Corner Flags and Goal Anchor Weights:  Corner flags and Goal Anchor Weights are 
stored in the AYSO 43 brown combo-locked Job Master 4830 field storage box located 
between the two fields. This is the storage box locked to a redwood tree and not the 6’ lock 
box near the green shipping container. Please use one weight per goal to secure them 
during your games.  Please relock the field storage box after removing the items you need 
and do not leave this unlocked during games. Return all equipment to the storage box after 
the game and relock the lock. 
 
 
Egan Baseball Outfield 
 
The baseball diamond outfield is a medium-sized area.  MVLA achieves a partial permit as 
AYSO 43, Little League, or Bullis Charter School capacity allows during the practice week. 
This field is never lined for soccer games. 
 
 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach.   
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Foothill Community College Soccer Field 
Interstate 280 at El Monte Road, Los Altos Hills 
Use Parking Lot 4 which is on the northwest side of campus on Perimeter Road. 
 
Please do not confuse this field with the football stadium field located close to the entrance 
to the college just off of 280 at El Monte. You need to drive half way around Perimeter Road 
to reach Parking Lot 4 and the soccer field. 
 
The main gate to the soccer field is located in the far south corner of Parking Lot 4. 
 
Goals:  Goals with nets permanently left on are anchored in place on the field. These goals 
do not require the use of goal anchor weights. Two other full-size goals are also on the field 
but do not have wheels. Please have half a dozen players or parents lift these goals to 
move them (never drag the goals) as needed including moving them off of the lined field for 
games. 
 
Corner Flags:  Corner Flags are also permanently left on the field and in place. 
 
Important to know: 

 The field’s main gate is locked and will be unlocked by Foothill College for MVLA’s 
hours of permit use. If you arrive at the field and the main gate is locked, we have 
been told to walk the perimeter of the field as there is usually a gate that is unlocked. 
Once you have entered the field, the main gate can be opened from the inside. If you 
cannot access the field, have your coach contact the MVLA Field Manager 
immediately. 

 No gum is allowed on the turf – Foothill College has specifically requested this. 
 No food is allowed on the turf. 
 No drinks other than water is allowed on the turf. 
 No dogs are permitted anywhere in the fenced in area. 
 Please pick up trash and leave the field clean before you leave. 
 A parking permit is required if you park your car in the parking lot. Police issue 

tickets liberally, so don’t forget to purchase your parking permit at the permit 
dispensers located in the parking lot.  Current parking fees are $3. Quarterly Parking 
Permits are available and are good at both Foothill College and DeAnza College. For 
information on parking permit, visit https://foothill.edu/parking/. 

 MVLA teams (coaches, managers, designated parents) MUST enforce all rules 
including the visiting team. 

 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach.    
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Foothill Community College Stadium 
Interstate 280 at El Monte Road, Los Altos Hills by Parking Lot 1 
 
Foothill Stadium is used as a practice field only and should not be confused with Foothill 
Community College Soccer Field. 
 
Foothill field rules are similar as our other All Weather Turf (AWT) fields.  No food or drinks 
(other than water) are permitted on the field and no pets are allowed at any time. 
 
Rebounders:  MVLA installs AWT-ready full sized rebounders on this field.  They are to be 
locked away after each night at the northwest corner of the field against the fence.   
 
Important to Know:   

 This is actually a football field with football markings, so no soccer markings are on it. 
 No soccer goals are on this field, nor may any be left there at any time. You may 

bring goals or rebounders, but they must be self-standing, floor-based models with 
proper weighting. 

 No gum is allowed on the turf – Foothill College has specifically requested this. 
 No food is allowed on the turf. 
 No drinks other than water is allowed on the turf. 
 No dogs are permitted anywhere in the stadium. 
 A parking permit is required if you park your car in the parking lot.  Police issue 

tickets liberally, so don’t forget to purchase your parking permit at the permit 
dispensers located in the parking lot.  Current parking fees are $3. Quarterly Parking 
Permits are available and are good at both Foothill College and DeAnza College.  For 
information on parking permit, visit https://foothill.edu/parking/. 

 
 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach.    
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Gardner-Bullis School (LASD) 
25890 Fremont Rd, Los Altos Hills 
 
Goals:  There are currently no permanent goals at Gardner-Bullis. 
 
Corner Flags and Goal Anchor Weights: Corner Flags and Goal Anchor Weights are 
stored in the MVLA brown combo-locked Knaack storage box located on the south side of 
the field. Please use two weights per goal to secure them during your games. Please relock 
the storage box after removing the items you need and do not leave this unlocked during 
games. Return all equipment to the storage box after the game and relock the lock. 
 
Important to Know: There is a “gate” (a metal pole near parking area) at Gardner-Bullis 
that must remain locked at all times. If unlocked, cars can get access to the back area 
parking. Please park in front parking lot only. If for some reason this “gate” (pole) is 
unlocked at the end of your game, you must put it back in place and lock it up. 
 
Do not use the fire lane beside the school to drop off or pickup of your player during the 
school week.  Please park out front and walk your child to the field.   
 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach.   
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Google Soccer Field – (Google) 
GARfield Park at 2400 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View 
 
The Google field, also known as GARfield (Google Athletic Recreation Field), is for games 
on weekends only.   
 
Parking:  Per terms of our permit, users are only allowed to park across the street in the 
Charleston Parking Area. There is limited on-street parking but much of the street is 
designated a no-parking area. Please ensure your opponents know the rules for parking. 
 
Goals:  Goals with nets permanently left on are always unlocked and on the field. Goal 
anchor weights are not necessary as weights have already been built into the backs. 
 
Corner Flags:  Corner Flags and Turf Bases are stored in the AYSO 45 brown combo-
locked Knaack storage box located on the backside of the roller hockey rink. Please relock 
the storage box after removing the items you need and do not leave this unlocked during 
games. If there is no MVLA game immediately following yours, return the corner flags and 
bases to the storage box and relock the lock. 
 
Important to know: 

 The Google field’s main gate is locked and will be unlocked by Google personnel or 
the City of Mountain View prior to game day. If you arrive at the field and the main 
gate is locked, please have your coach contact the MVLA Field Manager 
immediately. 

 MVLA's permit only allows use of the soccer field so please enforce that no one can 
use the bocce court, the mini-golf area, the BMX bike area between the field and the 
road, the basketball court, the hockey rink or any of the other recreational activities 
nor ride any Google bicycles. 

 Teams are not allowed to warmup on the mini-golf turf but teams can warm-up on the 
bigger field if there is space. 

 Parking is available across the street from the soccer field. 
 Please pick up trash and leave the field clean before you leave. 
 No dogs are permitted in the park. 
 No gum allowed on the turf. 
 No food allowed on the turf. 
 No drinks other than water allowed on the turf. 
 MVLA teams (coaches, managers, designated parents) MUST enforce all rules 

including the visiting team. 
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Graham Middle School Sports Complex (City of Mt. View) 
1175 Castro St, Mountain View 
 
There are typically three fields at Graham: 
 

1. Graham Turf – All Weather Turf (AWT) field permanently lined for football and soccer 
2. Graham Grass Big – Behind the turf field, along the back fence typically lined for 9v9 

games 
3. Graham Grass Small – Behind the turf field closest to the blacktop, lined for smaller 

7v7 games (this field is not always lined) 
 
Accessing the MVLA Storage Unit at Graham 
 
The MVLA Storage Unit is Unit B located on the back side of the concession/bathroom 
building. The key to the storage unit is located in a key lock box attached to the fence next 
to the parking lot side of the building. There are 2 lock boxes – MVLA’s is the black Master 
Lock with “MVLA S.C.” on the side. Open the black cover, type in the code and press on the 
down arrow key and pull open the box (press down on the “C” to clear memory if 
necessary). Return the key IMMEDIATELY after opening the door before retrieving or 
returning ANY equipment. DO NOT place key in your pocket and forget to return. The door 
is always locked so just pull the door shut once you have retrieved or returned your 
equipment. Ensure that the door is closed and not left open. 
 
 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach.   
 
 
Graham Turf (AWT) Field 
 
Goals:  Full-size goals with nets permanently left on are school-owned and remain 
anchored (locked) to the football goalposts throughout the year. Goal anchor weights are 
not necessary as the goals are permanently anchored. 
 
Corner Flags:  Corner Flags and Turf Bases are stored in the MVLA Storage Unit (see 
above). Please retrieve the flags and flag turf bases from the area designated for Graham 
Turf (far left corner). Please make sure to take the turf flags and the turf flag bases which 
are made of black rubber. Do not take the grass flags that have spikes at the bottom. If your 
game is the last game of the day or there is no MVLA game immediately after yours, please 
return the flags and bases to the Graham storage unit in the area designated for Graham 
Turf (far left corner). Remember to return the key IMMEDIATELY after opening the unit 
before retrieving or returning any equipment. 
 
Important to Know:   

 During games, both teams sit on the south touchline 
 All fans sit outside the fence in the low bleachers along the north touchline.  Do not 

allow anyone to place chairs on track or turf field. 
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 NO DOGS allowed anywhere near the fenced area of the field and track. 
 No gum is allowed on the turf or track area 
 No food or drinks (other than water) on the turf or track area 
 Bathrooms are located in the concessions/storage building.  These bathrooms are 

opened and closed by the City and should remain open during our permit times. If on 
the weekend the bathrooms are not unlocked, the key to the storage unit can be 
used to unlock the bathrooms.  

 If you are the last game of the day or there is no other MVLA game scheduled to take 
place after yours, please return the flags and bases to the storage unit. 

 You must always return the key to the lock box immediately after use so that teams 
using the grass field or other fields (Google, MVHS and LAHS) can retrieve it to 
unlock the storage room. 

 
 
Graham Grass Big (9v9) Field 
 
This field is located along the back fence. You will want to retrieve the corner flags and goal 
anchor weights prior to going to the field. 
 
Corner Flags and Goal Anchor Weights: Corner Flags and Goal Anchor Weights are 
stored in the MVLA Storage Unit (see above). Please retrieve the grass field corner flags 
(the ones with the stakes, not the rubber turf bases) and goal anchor weights (4, with 
Graham Grass printed on one side – do not use any of the goal anchor weights labeled for 
MVHS or LAHS) from the area designated for Graham Grass Big (9v9). Please return all 
equipment to the same location in the MVLA Storage Unit if there is no MVLA game 
immediately following yours. Remember to return the key IMMEDIATELY after opening the 
unit before retrieving or returning any equipment. 
 
DO NOT borrow any of the canopies as these are required for other leagues at our 
turf fields and we do not have extra. 
 
Goals: 7’ x 21’ wheeled goals with nets permanently left on are secured to the East fence 
25 yards south of the baseball dirt infield with a key lock and chain. The key to unlock the 
goals is stored in a Master Lock key lock box located 3 feet above the chain to the goals 
(see locks combination codes, above). Retrieve the key, unlock the lock, unchain the goals, 
relock the lock and return the key IMMEDIATELY to the key lock box. Please return the 
goals to this same location for field cleanup with the goal mouth facing the fence and the 
nets left on if there is no MVLA game immediately following yours. 
 
 
Graham Grass Small (7v7) Field 
 
This field is located closest to the blacktop. All of the equipment for this field is stored in the 
MVLA Storage Unit (see above). 
 
DO NOT borrow any of the canopies as these are required for other leagues at our 
turf fields and we do not have extra. 
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Goals: Two smaller (6 ½’ x 18’) KwikGoals are stored in gray bags (one goal each) in the 
MVLA Storage Unit. They are stored upright in the near right corner and when finished, they 
need to be returned to this area, designated Graham Grass Small (7v7). These goals are 
heavy so you will need two people to retrieve them. Please be careful as the bags will rip 
with excessive pressure. 
 
For setup, it works best to thread the net through the top crossbar then use the supplied 
Velcro straps to secure the net to the posts and the support poles in back. The goals anchor 
straight into the grass by 4 long spikes so please make sure that these spikes are driven all 
the way into the ground. Goal anchor weights are not necessary for this style of goal as long 
as they are properly secured. For cleanup, please keep the components of each goal in its 
separate bag and do not place corner flags in the bags. 
 
Corner Flags:  Corner flags are also stored in the MVLA Storage Unit. Please make sure 
you take the corner flags with the spikes and not the corner flags with the turf bases located 
in the area designated for Graham Grass (near right corner). When finished, if there is no 
MVLA game immediately following yours, please return the goals (above) and corner flags 
to the area designated for Graham Grass (near right corner) in the MVLA Storage locker. 
 
Remember to return the key IMMEDIATELY after opening the MVLA Storage Unit before 
retrieving or returning any equipment. 
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Grant Park (City of Los Altos) 
Holt Ave at Grant Park Lane, Los Altos 
 
Goals:  Two sets of full-size goals with nets permanently left on remain unlocked and on the 
field at all times. Use the goals that have wheels. You may need to move the goals without 
wheels off of the lined field. This will require at least 4 people as the goals are heavy. 
 
Corner Flags & Goal Anchor Weights:  Corner Flags are stored in the combo-locked 
green Greenlee storage box located near the north fence. There are no goal anchor bags so 
please have players use caution and NEVER hang from the crossbar. Please relock the 
storage box after removing the items you need and do not leave this unlocked during 
games. If there is no MVLA game immediately following yours, return all equipment to the 
storage box after and relock the lock. 
 
 
Important to Know: 

 When sharing this field with another Youth Soccer Sport’s club, please use the side 
of the field that is closest to the playground.  

 The neighbors are especially particular at Grant Park due to their proximity to the 
park. 

 NEVER park or drop off your child at the back gate to Grant Park on Newcastle 
Avenue. Doing so means you are blocking the neighbor’s driveway. 

 DO NOT park on the home side of streets, especially on Grant Lane. 
 Keep noise to a minimum 
 Do not loiter in the streets after practices or games, as the neighbors will call the 

LA police. 
 The grass at Grant Park is quite tender and there are a few well-known sensitive 

areas that need special consideration. 
 Goal areas are generally not to be used during practices. 
 The southwest touchline area is often mushy or alternatively bone dry, stay off 
 Standing water often collects near sprinkler heads; mark these off with cones and 

stay away from them during practices; they remain active play areas during 
games. 

 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach. 
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Gunn High School (PAUSD) 
780 Arastradero Road, Palo Alto 
 
Gunn is used occasionally for practices. This will most likely be on the All Weather Turf (AWT) field 
which is inside the track at the football stadium. Enter the Gunn parking lot and drive to the back. 
The field is past the pool off to the left. Unlocked goals can be used but must be returned to the 
same location they were found. 
 
Important to Know: 

 Standard All Weather Turf (AWT) rules apply – no gum, food or drinks other than 
water is permitted on the field. 

 
 

Heritage Oaks (City of Los Altos) 
1305 Mckenzie Avenue, Los Altos 
 
Heritage Oaks is used for practices and large development clinics for younger players. There are no 
nets or rebounders at the field. 
 
Important to Know: 

 Please don’t block the street when dropping off your child to practice. 
 Please stay to dry areas of the grass. 
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Hillview Park Soccer Field (City of Los Altos) 
97 Hillview Avenue, Los Altos 
 
Goals: Wheeled goals with nets permanently left on are secured with a combo lock and 
chain to the west fence. After unlocking the goals, please remember to relock the lock – DO 
NOT leave the lock unlocked.  Please return the goals to this same location for field cleanup 
with the goal mouth facing the fence and the nets left on if there is no MVLA game 
immediately following yours. If your team finds a missing lock, please report it immediately 
to our Field Manager at fields@mvlasc.org.  Failure to report a missing lock will result in 
your team being fined. 
 
Corner Flags & Goal Anchor Weights:  Corner Flags and Goal Anchor Weights are stored 
in the combo-locked green Greenlee storage box located between the picnic tables and the 
Bus Barn Theatre. Please use two weights per goal to secure them during your games. 
Please relock the storage box after removing the items you need and do not leave this 
unlocked during games. Return all equipment to the storage box after the game and relock 
the lock. 
 
Important to Know:   

 When sharing this field with another Youth Soccer Sport’s club, please use the side 
of the field that is furthest away from San Antonio Rd. 

 The historical trouble areas for Hillview field are the mushy areas along the south 
touchline and northwest quarter, and the very sensitive goal areas.  Stay away from 
these sensitive areas during practice. 

 It is important that teams keep the sidewalk on the Hillview Avenue side of the field 
clear for pedestrians; they have the right of way. 

 All MVLA teams, their opponents, and all fans, must not sit anywhere near the Bus 
Barn Theatre.  Prevent balls from being kicked against the theatre walls and up on 
the roof. 

 We do not get permits to the adjacent Hillview baseball field. Sometimes MVLA 
teams go to the baseball field to warm up for games. If no one is occupying the field, 
we may do this, however, keep MVLAers off the skinned infield. MVLA teams must 
defer to any users on the baseball field. 

 Litter is a perennial problem at this field since it enjoys a central community location.  
The field is adjacent to the Los Altos Recreation Department Office and therefore is 
often monitored.  All MVLA teams must be vigilant about litter, even if not your own. 

 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach.   
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Huff Elementary School (City of Mt. View) 
253 Martens Ave, Mountain View 
 
This field is shared with AYSO Region 45, Pony Baseball, MVLL and school use.  Fields are 
located at the back of the school.  The field designated as Huff Small is located to the left 
along the East fence by the playgrounds.  The field designated Huff Large is located to the 
back by the baseball diamond. 
 
Huff Small is used for 7v7 games and Huff Large (fall only) is used for 9v9 games. 
 
Goals and Nets: A set of two 7’ x 21’ goals for 9v9 play (Huff Large) and a set of two 6 ½’ x 
18’ goals for 7v7 play (Huff Small) with the nets on are secured with lock and chain on the 
south fence opposite the school 15 yards east of the pathway closest to the baseball 
diamond. After unlocking the goals, please remember to relock the lock – DO NOT leave the 
lock unlocked. 
 
These are in-ground stake goals and remain assembled with the nets on. These goals 
anchor straight into the grass by 4 long spikes so please make sure that these spikes are 
driven all the way into the ground. Goal anchor weights are not necessary for this style of 
goal. You may need to re-adjust some of the Velcro straps after the goals are anchored as 
things shift during transit. 
 
Please return the goals to this same location, fully assembled with the nets on for field 
cleanup if there is no MVLA game immediately following yours. 
 
 
Corner Flags:  Corner Flags are stored in the combo-locked brown AYSO Knaack storage 
box located along the south fence near the goals. Please relock the storage box after 
removing the items you need and do not leave this unlocked during games. Return all 
equipment to the storage box after the game and relock the lock. 
 
Important to Know:   

 Do not park, drop-off, or pick-up in the cul de sacs south of the field/school (Carol 
Ave nor Woodleaf Way). Use the front entrance only on Martens Avenue. 

 Do not drive onto campus by any side path or through the breezeways. 
 Do not park in any handicap stalls. Park in designated parking stalls only.   
 Huff is very protective of the quality of their school’s turf and is very prompt to call the 

City of Mountain View with complaints. When using goals, flags, or cones, make sure 
you do not cause damage to the turf with repetitive patterns of use. Change the 
orientation of your drills, games, and equipment regularly during your practice and 
day to day. If the school complains that we have damaged their turf, we could lose 
our field permit. 

 Pick up all your trash and leave the field clean before you leave. 
 Try not to make too much noise as you walk through the breezeway in front of the 

school office. Huff staff members often work into the evening and they expect quiet. 
 You may allow your children to play on the play structure, but please remind them to 

be careful.  No cleats on the structure and no ball play on the structure. 
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 Huff Small (East Field) users must leave some play space for the Day Care children.  
Please use your judgment based on how many kids you and they have out there. 

 Huff Large (West Field) users must stay east of the smallest conifer tree at the south 
fence and away from the baseball outfield.  If Mountain View gets complaints from 
baseball about our encroachment, we could lose our permit.    

 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach.    
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The King’s Academy 
562 N Britton Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 
 
 
Goals and Nets:  Goals and nets are already on the field and in place. 
 
Corner Flags:  Corner flags and turf bases are stored at Graham Middle School in MVLA’s 
Storage Unit. 
 
The MVLA Storage Unit at Graham is Unit B located on the back side of the 
concession/bathroom building. The key to the storage unit is located in a key lock box 
attached to the fence next to the parking lot side of the building. There are 2 lock boxes – 
MVLA’s is the black Master Lock with “MVLA S.C.” on the side. Open the black cover, type 
in the code and press on the down arrow key and pull open the box (press down on the “C” 
to clear memory if necessary). Return the key IMMEDIATELY after opening the door before 
retrieving or returning ANY equipment. DO NOT place key in your pocket and forget to 
return. The door is always locked so just pull the door shut once you have retrieved or 
returned your equipment. Ensure that the door is closed and not left open. 
 
If you are the last game of the day or there is no MVLA game immediately after yours, 
please return the flags and bases to the Graham storage unit. 
 
 
Important to Know:   

 NO DOGS in the field area at any time. 
 NO gum is allowed on the field. 
 NO food/drinks (other than water) on the field. 
 Pick up all your trash and leave the field clean before you leave. 
 Be respectful of the school grounds. 
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Los Altos High School (LAHS - MVLAUSD) 
201 Almond Ave, Los Altos 
 
LAHS All-Weather Turf Field 
 
Goals:  Wheeled goals with nets permanently left on and shared with the high school are 
typically secured to the north fence of the stadium between the long jump sand pit and the 
baseball field past the opening in the track fence locked with a chain and combo lock. After 
unlocking the goals, please remember to relock the lock – DO NOT leave the lock unlocked.  
Please return the goals to this same location for field cleanup with the goal mouth facing the 
fence and the nets left on if there is no MVLA game immediately following yours. If your 
team finds a missing lock, please report it immediately to our Field Manager at 
fields@mvlasc.org.  Failure to report a missing lock will result in your team being fined. 
 
It is imperative that you not drag the goals on the track and field. Please use the wheels that 
are on them for transporting the goals. 
 
During the school soccer season, the school occasionally leaves their goal anchor 
weights on the field. Please use the MVLA goal anchor bags for LAHS stored at 
Graham (see below). For clean-up, please return only the MVLA goal anchor bags 
(orange heavy duty KwikGoal bags) – DO not return the LAHS goal anchor bags as 
these belong to the school. 
 
Corner Flags and Goal Anchor Weights: Corner Flags, Turf Bases and Goal Anchor 
Weighs are stored in the MVLA Storage Unit at Graham Middle School.  
 
The MVLA Storage Unit is Unit B located on the back side of the concession/bathroom 
building. The key to the storage unit is located in a key lock box attached to the fence next 
to the parking lot side of the building. There are 2 lock boxes – MVLA’s is the black Master 
Lock with “MVLA S.C.” on the side. Open the black cover, type in the code and press on the 
down arrow key and pull open the box (press down on the “C” to clear memory if 
necessary). Return the key IMMEDIATELY after opening the door before retrieving or 
returning ANY equipment. DO NOT place key in your pocket and forget to return. The door 
is always locked so just pull the door shut once you have retrieved or returned your 
equipment. Ensure that the door is closed and not left open. 
 
The corner flags, turf bases and goal anchor weights will be labeled LAHS and can be found 
to the left of the room under the LAHS Field Equipment sign. Corner Flags, Turf Bases and 
Goal Anchor Weights must be returned to the Graham storage room if you are the last game 
of the day or if there is no other MVLA team playing immediately after you.  Please place 
them in the LAHS Field Equipment section of the storage room to the left. 
 
Bathroom Key: There is no bathroom key available due to a decision made by the school 
to limit access to their 2014 remodeled bathrooms. Please notify your team and your 
opponent that they will have to use the bathrooms elsewhere before arriving at the field.  
Our Field Manager is currently working with the school to obtain a key. Occasionally, the 
school will loan us a key during an MVLA event (tournament weekends, Senior Night, etc) 
but not for normal game days. 
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Important to Know:   
The MVLA Board of Directors has approved very strict rules for teams using the fields at Los 
Altos High School.  MVLA has a zero tolerance policy for rule violations at LAHS.  When 
hosting scrimmages or games at LAHS, copy these rules and send them to your guest 
opponents.  Impress upon them the importance of following these rules: 
 

 NO DOGS in the stadium fenced area at any time. 
 NO gum is allowed on the field or track area. 
 NO food/drinks (other than water) on the field or track area. 
 Fans sit in the east bleachers, not the track, nor the field, nor the west bleachers. 
 Only Teams and coaches allowed on the field.  Both teams are to sit at the west 

touchline. 
 AWT users are not permitted to use any grass fields.  Do not use the grass, not even 

for warm up.  We will include warm up time on the AWT field in between games or 
teams may warm up on the D’s at each end of the AWT field. 

 Players may wear turf shoes, indoor shoes, or regular outdoor cleats on the all-
weather turf.  No muddy or grassy cleats! 

 Do not spike anything into the turf surface.  Signs, rain/sun canopies, and umbrellas 
may be brought to the field, but they must be self-standing with AWT-ready bases. 

 No spitting on the field.  Bodily fluids exacerbate staph infections.  
 Never walk or run on the synthetic track with cleats on.  Use the black mat provided 

to cross the track or wear flats. 
 Be respectful of neighbors and their property.  Park only in the school parking lot, do 

not use any noisemakers or load music, no chanting (positive cheering is great), and 
never chase balls into a neighbor’s yard.  If you lose a ball, contact your host and 
they will work with the school to try to retrieve the ball from the neighboring home. 

 Pick up all trash at your team bench and at parent bleachers.  Trash and recycling 
receptacles are at the field on both sides.  The field should be pristine when MVLA is 
done with it. 

 If you note any problems with the field, please contact the field coordinator at 
fields@mvlasc.org. 

 
 
LAHS Grass Field  
 
MVLA occasionally achieves a permit for the LAHS grass field for weekday practices only 
and only for MVLA players U11 and younger. No goals are on this field and rebounders may 
not be stored here. 
 
 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach.   
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McKelvey Field Complex (City of Mt. View) 
Miramonte Avenue and Park Drive, Mountain View  
 
This lighted field will be used for practices when a permit is granted. 
 
McKelvey Lights:  If your team has a late practice you will need to turn the lights on before 
it gets dark.  There is currently a real estate key box on the fence next to the light room door 
(building behind home plate), which holds the key to the light room door.  Please refer to our 
combo list for the combo to the key box.   
 
Please make sure to turn off the lights if you are the last team of the day.  Failure to do so 
will result in a fine and we run the risk of losing our field permit.  Turn the light switch off, 
lock all doors on way out, and return key to the lock box.  It is imperative that you return the 
key to the key box.   
 
 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach.   
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Monta Loma Elementary School and Park (City of Mt. View) 
460 Thompson Ave, Mountain View 
 
Goals & Corner Flags:  Corner Flags and two smaller (6 ½’ x 18’) KwikGoals are stored in 
gray bags (one goal each) in a green wooden box near the picnic tables along the south 
fence. Please be careful as the bags will rip with excessive pressure. 
 
For setup, you will need to assemble the goals on the field. It works best to thread the net 
through the top crossbar then use the supplied Velcro straps to secure the net to the posts 
and the support poles in back. The goals anchor straight into the grass by 4 long spikes so 
please make sure that these spikes are driven all the way into the ground. Goal anchor 
weights are not necessary for this style of goal as long as they are properly secured. If you 
are the last game of the day or no other MVLA game immediately follows yours, please 
disassemble the goals. Please keep the components of each goal in its separate bag and 
do not place corner flags in the bags. Please return the goals and corner flags back to the 
wooden box and ensure that the box is locked. 
 
 
Important to Know:   

 During games, the neighbors have historically complained about noise and parking.  
In order to achieve Good Neighbor relations, please follow these game rules for 
Monte Loma: 

   
o NO NOISE before 12 noon on Saturdays and Sundays.  In addition, since 

Monta Loma has been designated as a “Quiet Field” before 10:00 AM, 
there shall be no cheering by spectators during games that occur before 
10:00 AM.  The field coordinator will try to push game scheduling to after 
10:00 AM, however, if capacity demands make this impossible, please abide 
by the No Noise & Quiet Field protocol. The biggest complaint is about adult 
noise (parents and coaches).  MVLA teams must control their opponents’ 
noise too. It might be a good idea to do a pre-game parent touchline talk with 
help from your center referee. For games 12:00 and later, adults should 
continue to try to keep noise low and reasonable; no noisemakers please. 

o Parents should use the school parking lot to park and avoid using street 
parking.  Also, there shall be no soccer parking in cul de sac across Monte 
Loma. 

 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach. 
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Mountain View High School (MVHS - MVLAUSD) 
3535 Truman Ave, Mountain View 
 
Goals:  MVLA-owned wheeled goals with nets permanently left on are 
typically secured with a combo lock and chain to the east fence closest 
to the batting cage. The MVLA goals are KWIKGoals with 3 inch posts 
and are labeled MVLASC (the MVHS goals have 4 inch posts). 
Occasionally, the MVLA goals are secured to the small fence by the 
sand pit – you will be informed of this directly by the MVLA Fields 
Manager. DO NOT use the MVHS goals. 
 
After unlocking the goals, please remember to relock the lock – DO NOT leave the lock 
unlocked.  Please return the goals to this same location for field cleanup with the goal 
mouth facing the fence and the nets left on if there is no MVLA game immediately following 
yours. If your team finds a missing lock, please report it immediately to our Field Manager at 
fields@mvlasc.org.  Failure to report a missing lock will result in your team being fined. 
 
It is imperative that you not drag the goals on the track and field. Please use the wheels that 
are on them for transporting the goals. 
 
Corner Flags, Goal Anchor Weights and Bathroom Key: Corner Flags, Turf Bases, Goal 
Anchor Weighs and the Bathroom Key are stored in the MVLA Storage Unit at Graham 
Middle School.  
 
The MVLA Storage Unit is Unit B located on the back side of the concession/bathroom 
building. The key to the storage unit is located in a key lock box attached to the fence next 
to the parking lot side of the building. There are 2 lock boxes – MVLA’s is the black Master 
Lock with “MVLA S.C.” on the side. Open the black cover, type in the code and press on the 
down arrow key and pull open the box (press down on the “C” to clear memory if 
necessary). Return the key IMMEDIATELY after opening the door before retrieving or 
returning ANY equipment. DO NOT place key in your pocket and forget to return. The door 
is always locked so just pull the door shut once you have retrieved or returned your 
equipment. Ensure that the door is closed and not left open. 
 
The corner flags, turf bases goal anchor weights and bathroom key will be labeled MVHS 
and can be found to the left of the room under the MVHS Field Equipment sign. Corner 
Flags, Turf Bases, Goal Anchor Weights and Bathroom Key must be returned to the 
Graham storage room if you are the last game of the day or if there is no other MVLA team 
playing immediately after you.  Please place them in the MVHS Field Equipment section of 
the storage room to the left. 
 
MVLA’s key to the MVHS bathrooms: If there is an MVLA game immediately after your 
game, you must hand off the key to that team. The last team of the day must return the key 
to the MVLA Storage Unit at Graham and hang it on the bracket in the MVHS Field 
Equipment area. Please ensure that bathrooms are tidy (pickup paper towels/toilet paper 
from floor) before you leave the field. 
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Important to Know:   
The MVLA Board of Directors has approved very strict rules for teams using the fields at 
Mountain View High School.  MVLA has a zero tolerance policy for rule violations at MVHS.  
When hosting scrimmages or games at MVHS, copy these rules and send them to your 
guest opponents.  Impress upon them the importance of following these rules: 
 

 NO DOGS in the stadium fenced area at any time. 
 NO gum is allowed on the field or track area. 
 NO food/drinks (other than water) on the field or track area. 
 Fans sit on the west (Truman-side) bleachers, not on the track, nor east bleachers. 
 Only teams and coaches allowed on the field.  Teams will sit on the team benches, 

which will most likely be both on the east touchline during, winter, spring, and 
summer.  During the football season in the fall, MVHS may likely place the benches 
on opposite touchlines.  In this case, the Home team will take the west (Truman Ave. 
side) and the Away team will take the east (baseball diamond) side touchline.  Please 
make sure that benches are on the turf (at the 50 yard line), never on the track. 

 MVLA has AWT (all weather turf) permit only.  No usage of MVHS grass is allowed 
ever, not even for warm-up.  We will include warm up time in between games or 
teams may warm up on the D’s at each end of the AWT field. 

 Players may wear turf shoes, indoor shoes, or regular outdoor cleats on the all-
weather turf.  No muddy or grassy cleats! 

 Do not spike anything into the turf surface.  Signs, rain/sun canopies, and umbrellas 
may be brought to the field, but they must be self-standing with AWT-ready bases. 

 No spitting on the field.  Bodily fluids exacerbate staph infections.  
 Never walk or run on the synthetic track with cleats on.  Use the black mat provided 

to cross the track or wear flats. 
 Please make sure that bathrooms are left clean.  If your team is the first team of the 

day on the field and the bathrooms are a mess when you arrive, please take a photo 
and send it to the Field Coordinator. 

 Pick up all trash at your team bench and at parent bleachers.  Trash and recycling 
receptacles are at the field on both sides.  The field should be pristine when MVLA is 
done with it. 

 Be respectful of neighbors.  Drive safely in the neighborhood, park legally and do not 
use any noisemakers at the game. 

 If you note any problems with the field, please contact the field coordinator at 
fields@mvlasc.org. 

 
 
 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach.   
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Rosita Park (City of Los Altos) 
301 Rosita Avenue, Los Altos  
 
Goals: Wheeled goals with nets permanently left on are stored but not locked on two 
concrete pads – one on the east fence and one on the far north fence. Please return the 
goals to the two concrete pads with the goal mouth facing the fence and the nets left on if 
there is no MVLA game immediately following yours. Even if you found the goals on the 
field, they need to be returned to the concrete pads. Failure to return the goals to the 
concrete pads will result in your team being fined. 
 
Corner Flags and Goal Anchor Weights: Corner Flags and Goal Anchor Weights are 
stored in the AYSO 43 brown combo-locked Knaack storage box located along the east 
fence near the concrete goal pad. Please use two weights per goal to secure them during 
your games. Please relock the storage box after removing the items you need and do not 
leave this unlocked during games.  Return all equipment to the storage box after the game 
and relock the lock. MVLA must not use other AYSO equipment in the storage lock box and 
please ensure that the goal anchor weights are not on top of other equipment which they 
might break. Please do not take any equipment in this box over to Covington for use on the 
Covington field nor borrow any Covington equipment for use at Rosita. 
 
 
Important to Know:   

 This is primarily an AYSO 43 and Pony baseball field, however, MVLA achieves 
permits from time to time for late fall weekend games and late-summer camps and 
games.  This field is right next to Covington field, separated by a chain link fence. 

 The natural turf on Rosita is especially tender.  Use caution when using it. 
 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach.    
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St. Joseph Catholic School 
1120 Miramonte Avenue, Los Altos 
 
Rules: 

 MVLA's permit only allows use of the soccer field so teams MUST enforce that no 
one can play on the playground and setup and cleanup teams will be required to 
put up/take down "Keep Off" A-frame boards. 

 Access to St. Joseph is through a locked gate - the first team will unlock the gate 
and the last team will lock it. Under no circumstances can players or parents climb 
the fence to get in or out in the event the gate is locked. 

 The school site is private property and available to MVLA only - all other people 
who are not immediately associated with the teams that are playing and their 
spectators must stay out. Setup and cleanup teams will be required to put up/take 
down a "Private Property" A-Frame board. 

 No dogs allowed. 
 
Access: The gate to access the field is located in the main parking lot adjacent the 
blacktop. The key to the gate is located in a black Master Lock lock box labeled MVLA SC 
and is attached to the corner post 25 feet to the left of the gate. Open the black cover, 
punch in the code and press on the down arrow key and pull open (press down on the "C" 
to clear the memory if necessary). The key is inside. After unlocking the gate, PLEASE 
PUT THE KEY BACK IN THE LOCK BOX IMMEDIATELY AFTER OPENING THE GATE 
- DO NOT PLACE THE KEY IN YOUR POCKET. 
 
A-Frame Signs: These signs must be place out at every game. Unlock the 4 A-Frame 
Signs that are locked to the fence to the right of the gate just after you enter (to the left as 
you face the fence from the blacktop). PLEASE LOCK the lock IMMEDIATELY after 
retrieving the signs. Place the "PRIVATE PROPERTY - MVLA Soccer Rental Only - All 
Others KEEP OUT!" A-Frame sign close to the entry gate. Place the 3 "KEEP OFF 
PLAYGROUND - MVLA Soccer Permit For Field Use Only - followed by a Spanish 
translation of the same" around the playground in obvious locations. Please return the 
signs to the same location for cleanup. 
 
Goals: Smaller 7’ x 21’ goals for 9v9 games with nets permanently left on are locked to the 
east fence adjacent the parking lot. After unlocking the goals, please remember to relock 
the lock – DO NOT leave the lock unlocked.  Please return the goals to this same location 
for field cleanup with the goal mouth facing the fence and the nets left on if there is no 
MVLA game immediately following yours. 
 
Corner Flags and Goal Anchor Weights: Corner Flags and Goal Anchor Weights are 
stored in the orange combo-locked RIDGID storage box located to the left of the goals along 
the east fence. Please use two weights per goal to secure them during your games. Please 
relock the storage box after removing the items you need and do not leave this unlocked 
during games.  Return all equipment to the storage box after the game and relock the lock. 
 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach. 
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Santa Rita Elementary School (LASD) 
700 Los Altos Avenue, Los Altos 
 
Santa Rita is not a standard field for MVLA, however MVLA achieves permits 
from time to time. 
 
Goals: AYSO allows us to use their goals, which can be found locked with a combo-lock 
to the west fence on the lower field and must be carried to the upper field for use. 
 
Corner Flags:  Corner flags are stored in the combo-locked box at the west end of the 
field.   
 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach. 
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Shoreline Athletic Fields (City of Mt. View) 
2450 Garcia Avenue, Mountain View 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Goals: Goals with nets permanently left on are already set up on the field. These typically 
remain unlocked during the fall and winter but get locked to the deep outfield fence during 
the spring. If the goals are locked, you may unlock these using the key found in the key 
lock box attached to the deep outfield fence where the yellow border turns to green. 
Please return the key IMMEDIATELY after opening the lock to the goals – do not put the 
key in your pocket and move the goals. 
 
When your game or practice is over, if you found the goals locked to the deep outfield 
fence, you must return the goals to that area and lock them following the procedure 
above. 
 
There are 3 sizes of goals (4 of each) out at Shoreline – Full Size 8’ x 24’ goals for 11v11 
play, 7’ x 21’ goals for 9v9 play and 6 ½’ x 18’ goals for 7v7 play. Please use the 
appropriate size goal for your game. The small-sided goals have 4 wheels each which 
swivel and are easy to move. The full-size goals however, only have small wheels built 
into the posts. Lower the wheels if they are not already lowered and with two people using 
the two handles on the back, pull the goals into place. Never drag the goals without 
lowering the wheels. 
 
Corner Flags, Turf Bases and Goal Anchor Weights: MVLA supplied Corner Flags and 
city supplied Goal Anchor Weights are stored in the shared storage room located on the 
backside of the concession/bathroom building, second door closest to the playground. The 
key to the storage room is located in a key lock box permanently attached to the side of 
the next door further from the playground. Please return the key IMMEDIATELY after 
opening the storage room before retrieving or returning any equipment. 
 
Retrieve 4 Corner Flags, 4 Turf Bases and 4 Goal Anchor Weights (2 per goal) and 
ensure that the door is closed and not left open. If there is no MVLA game immediately 
following yours, return the corner flags, turf bases and goal anchor weights back to the 
shared storage room and close the door. If your team finds a missing key, please report it 

Shoreline fields consist of two main 
fields; the North Field and the South 
Field. These are the larger fields 
(60’ x 100’ & 65’ x 110’) with yellow 
lines.  There is also a smaller field 
(40’ x 80’) outlined in blue lines.  
The North field is the field furthest 
away from the parking lot and has 
the names, “AYSO and Sheraton” 
on the scoreboard.  The South Field 
is directly in front of the parking lot.  
It has a dirt baseball mound to the 
side and a “Google” sign on the 
scoreboard. 
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immediately to our Fields Manager at fields@mvlasc.org.  Failure to report a missing key 
will result in your team being fined and potentially banned from further games and 
practices on turf. 
 
 
Important to know: 

 No dogs allowed on turf. 
 No gum is allowed on the turf. 
 No sunflower seeds or any other food are allowed on turf. 
 No drinks other than water are allowed on turf. 
 Parents can place their chairs on the turf to watch the game.  No spikes are allowed 

to be used for either umbrellas or canopies. 
 Teams should sit on the side nearest the scoreboard with parents on the side near 

the baseball mound (for the South Field). 
 Please keep children off the baseball mound during the game. 
 During practices, coaches and players need to remember to be respectful of other 

youth organizations using the field.  Do not walk through baseball and softball 
practices.  Please walk around the perimeter of the field to get to your practice field.  
Also, make sure you stay in your designated spaces during practice. 

 Do use the storage room for lost and found items.  Coaches/managers, please take 
them with you and then check with your teams if anyone is missing something.  Do 
not place items in the Shoreline storage room. 

 The field has a methane gas warning system which you’ll see when you open the 
storage room.  It emits a chirping sound if methane gas is detected.  If you or 
someone you your team hears this alarm, you must call 911 and leave the field. (The 
field is located on a former waste site which contains methane) 

 
 
 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach.    
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Sunnyvale Alliance Complex (City of Sunnyvale) 
1095 Dunford Way, Sunnyvale  
(SSC is behind the SCUSD offices.  A driveway provides access to the parking area.) 
 
Goals:  MVLA teams are responsible for returning the goals to their storage position and 
locking them up at the end of a game day when we are the last team. So most often, we 
should simply show up for games and just make sure we leave no trace of our being there 
when it comes to litter, field damage, and goal storage. On the rare occasion SASC has 
not scheduled a game immediately before our arrival, then you will have to unlock the 
goals and place them on the field. 
 
All goals will be on key locks (standard SASC tube locks).  SASC will put GOAL KEYS IN 
THE EQUIPMENT BOX (brown Knaack box) that we can access by opening the box with 
the combination lock. The keys will have large neon cable tie key chains so they are not 
easily lost. THESE KEYS MUST ALWAYS BE RETURNED TO THE EQUIPMENT BOX 
AFTER USE; do not keep these in your pocket or bag, as they will be lost. 
 
Make sure you LOCK the locks as they hang on the cable and fence when the goals are 
put out on the field. Open locks invite kids to steal them. 

 
Corner Flags:  Flags will also be located in the equipment box.  Goal stakes, paint 
machine and paint are also located in the equipment box. 
 

The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and 
Combos.  If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team 
manager.  If he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach.   
 
Important to Know:   

 Park only in the SSC parking lot and NOT on the neighborhood street next to SSC#1. 
 NO DOGS ALLOWED at SSC, even if on a leash. The only pets allowed are the 

neighborhood dogs being walked through in the path. Please inform your opponents if 
this very strict SASC rule. 

 SASC has agreed to conduct all field maintenance, lining, goal placement, port-a-potty 
access, etc., for our use. 

 Be sure to lock the port-a-potties if you are the last team on the field. 
 Put all wheels back up after goal storage to make them harder to move once stored. 
 For SSC1, lock both goals to the backstop and each other. Orient them facing each other 

to make an enclosed “cage”. 
 For SSC2, lock one goal to the back fence, facing in away from the field, one cable will 

secure both goals locked back here; other goal is locked to the backstop, opening facing 
backstop 

 See the picture below to know the field orientations. IGNORE the goal storage locations 
as they are obsolete (neighbors disallowed goal storage at the north fence for SSC1): 
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Stevenson Park (City of Mt. View) 
Montecito Avenue and San Pierre Way, Mountain View 
(Stevenson is behind the Theuerkauf School. Access and parking are best along Montecito Avenue.) 
 
 
Goals:  Wheeled goals with nets permanently left on are 
secured to the fence along Montecito with a key lock and chain. 
You will find the key to this lock attached to a large wooden 
plank in the Knaack lock box (location described below). After 
unlocking the goals, please remember to relock the lock and 
return the key IMMEDIATELY to the lock box – DO NOT leave 
the lock unlocked and DO NOT leave the key in the lock. Please 
return the goals to this same location for field cleanup with the 
goal mouth facing the fence and the nets left on if there is no MVLA game immediately 
following yours.  If your team finds a missing lock, please report it immediately to our Field 
Coordinator at  fields@mvlasc.org.  Failure to report a missing lock will result in your team 
being fined.  
 
Corner Flags and Goal Anchor Weights:  Corner flags and goal anchor weights are 
stored in the brown AYSO 45 combo-locked Knaack lock box located near the backstop and 

bleachers of the baseball field closest to Montecito Avenue. There 
are two locks on this box, both with the same combination. Once 
you set the combination, press in on the lock and it will snap open. 
The box has a lot of AYSO equipment that can cause damage if 
stolen (like paint and a liner), so it must remain locked even during 
games and practices. The locks will remain closed only if the dials 
are set to a number other than the combination. Return all 
equipment to the storage box after the game and relock the lock. 

 
 
Important to Know:   

 Please be sure to lock the storage box after you remove equipment and before you 
leave the field. 

 When storing Corner Flags, please place them on top of everything in the lock box, 
both after games and after field painting.  We have new flags and we don’t want them 
to get crushed. 

 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach.    
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Sylvan Park (City of Mt. View) 
Sylvan Ave & DeVoto St., Mountain View 
 
Teams of all ages may train here.  No goals are stored at Sylvan and we have not received 
permission to store flat rebounders here. 
 
 

Twin Creeks Sports Complex 
969 East Caribbean Dr., Sunnyvale 
 
 
Twins Creeks is a large sports facility with 10 synthetic fields lined for multiple sports 
including soccer.  Currently MVLA has contracted the use of 2 – 4 fields for practice 
Monday through Thursday late afternoons and early evenings. 
 
Goals:  There are two large goals and four small ones on each field. 
 
Important to Know:   

 Parking is free and accessible. 
 This is a multi-sport facility.  Please be respectful of other teams/sports playing during 

the time that we are out there. 
 The complex is located north of Hwy 237, off Caribbean Dr.. Please check traffic 

conditions before heading out. 
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Whisman (City of Mt. View) 
Easy Street and Middlefield Rd., Mountain View 
 
 
Goals: Wheeled goals with nets permanently left on are secured to a tree along the west 
creekside fence with a key lock and chain. You will find the key to this lock attached to a 
large wooden plank in the Knaack lock box (location described below). After unlocking the 
goals, please remember to relock the lock and return the key IMMEDIATELY to the lock box 
– DO NOT leave the lock unlocked and DO NOT leave the key in the lock. Please return the 
goals to this same location for field cleanup with the goal mouth facing the fence and the 
nets left on if there is no MVLA game immediately following yours. If your team finds the 
lock or key missing, please report it immediately to our Field Manager at fields@mvlasc.org.  
Failure to report a missing lock will result in your team being fined. 
 
Corner Flags and Goal Anchor Weights:  Corner flags and goal anchor weights are 
stored in the brown AYSO 45 combo-locked Knaack lock box located by the bleachers 
behind the baseball backstop. The box has a lot of AYSO equipment that can cause 
damage if stolen (like paint and a liner), so it must remain locked even during games and 
practices. The locks will remain closed only if the dials are set to a number other than the 
combination. Return all equipment to the storage box after the game and relock the lock. 
 
 
Important to Know:   

 Nets need to remain on the goals as dictated by the German Int’l School and the City 
of Mountain View. 

 Parking:  Front parking lot on Easy St., which tends to fill up. Other parking is on 
Easy St. as well as Alamo Court and Taylor Court off of Walker Drive. 

 This field is occasionally rented to us and is part of the Whisman School and not part 
of the Whisman Sports Complex (which is on Middlefield).  

 
 
The lock combination codes can be found on our website on the Manager page 
http://www.mvlasoccer.org/managers/.  Enter the password and click on Lock and Combos.  
If you do not know the password to access this page, please contact your team manager.  If 
he/she does not have it, please contact your team coach.   


